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TGH SUMMARY 

The SWINGBY Network is a highly developed, Proof of Stake protocol that acts 

as a decentralized custodian for cross-chain cryptocurrency transfers. As brilliant 

as Bitcoin is, Bitcoin does not possess the use cases of other chains. By allowing 

Bitcoin to be transferred to a new chain, new use cases can be adopted! This is 

commonly seen with protocols like wBTC or renBTC that are wrapped versions of 

BTC on the Ethereum blockchain. The primary issue with many of these cross 

chain BTC solutions is that they are centralized. Users have to rely on the entity 

that controls the wrapping or the verification of the token swap to the other chain. 

With SWINGBY, this concern is wiped clean. Instead of having people oversee the 

process, the cross-swap transfers are all done through smart contracts, allowing 

users to swap cross-chain without worrying about a central agency! Active on both 

the ETH and BSC networks, SWINGBY aims to integrate every major blockchain 

to make all tokens and coins interchangeable!  

 

 

 

 



THE SKYBRIDGE 

The primary utility behind the entire SWINGBY ecosystem is the ability to swap 

BTC onto other blockchains in a trustless, decentralized manner. As of writing, 

approximately 50% of the entire crypto market cap is in BTC, and only a small 

percentage of that has access to Defi. Unfortunately, the primary options at present 

are all centralized custodians. The SWINGBY ecosystem solves this problem by 

creating a blockchain based on POS validation; they will open the floodgates for 

BTC to be exposed to Defi, on all chains, in a truly trustless way. 

 

Converting BTC to a Defi token has now become easier than ever. With only 3 

simple steps, SWINGBY has created a revolutionary swap system allowing you to 

trade BTC for anything. The best part about this Skybridge is that it works on 

Layer 2, which not only means lower fees, but near infinite scalability. Since the 

Skybridge is not a Layer 1, it can “attach” to other chains that don’t have smart 

contract capabilities. This means that in the future, the Skybridge has the potential 

combine every coin and token into an all-encompassing, decentralized, cross-chain 

exchange.   

 

The Skybridge 

allows the 

conversion of 

native coins (like 

BTC) into ERC-

20’s. 



Additionally, the 

Skybridge allows for 

the conversion of 

ERC-20’s to other 

tokens on other 

blockchains. Defi for 

all! 

 

TOKEN USE CASES 

The native coin of the SWINGBY Network is the SWINGBY Token. SWINGBY 

gives users the opportunity to take part in the incentives of the SWINGBY 

ecosystem! Since SWINGBY is a decentralized custodian protocol, anyone can be 

a part of the validator process by staking their SWINGBY. When a user stakes 

their SWINGBY, their tokens are added to what is called a Threshold Signature 

Scheme (TSS), which is comparable to a validator node. The TSS’s are a core 

component to the cross-chain functionality of the SWINGBY ecosystem; so by 

adding SWINGBY to the staking pool, users are then rewarded with the mined 

SWINGBY from each block.  

Users have two different options to help maintain the network: hosting a node (a 

Metanode), or pooling.  

 Running a Metanode will offer 80% APR 

 Pooling within another node with Bitcoin or wBTC offers 8.2% APR 

Since the SWINGBY token is the primary validation mechanism for the chain, 

SWINGBY is crucial to the cross-chain functionality. Without SWINGBY, BTC 

wouldn’t be able to gain exposure on other chains like BSC and ETH. Instead of 

having over 1 Trillion dollars locked as BTC, it can now gain utility on other 

chains, all while being decentralized. 

TOKENOMICS 

The SWINGBY token has already completed its raise in July of 2020, now being 

active on the market for nearly a year! The initial circulation supply was 30.24 

million out of 1 billion SPY, leaving significant room for growth, as well as 

providing future incentives for stakers. Below are both the emissions schedule and 

token allocations for the protocol.  



 

The emission schedule is extremely fair, ensuring minimal inflation from the early 

rounds of raises, with emissions extending into 2025.  

 

 

 

 



THE TEAM 

The team behind SWINGBY 

is pseudo-anonymous, in line 

with the spirit of crypto, the 

developers have decided not 

to disclose their identities. 

However, regardless of if the 

team is anonymous, Jacob 

Plaster is the CEO and the 

face of the company to help provide a sense of legitimacy. As an avid Defi 

entrepreneur, Jacob hopes to bring SWINGBY to the top of the tables as the go to 

protocol for cross-chain swaps. By looking through the SWINGBY github, you can 

tell that although the developer identities are hidden, their work isn’t. With all of 

their work publicly uploaded, and a significant number of contributions over the 

last year, these devs don’t quit.  

With an already working product, and plenty more to come in the future, the team 

behind SWINGBY has proven that they’re up to the task of revolutionizing defi.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ROADMAP 

 

With many of the roadmap objectives already complete or underway, Swingby has 

been working non-stop to bring the ultimate cross chain solution to everyone! The 

next big goal is the Oracle Integration during Q2, and the SkyPools development in 

Q3/Q4; be sure to keep an eye on all their socials to stay up to date! 

 

 

 



RESOURCES 

Ticker: SWINGBY 

Total Supply – 975,000,000 

Circulating Supply – 117,101,403 

Website – https://swingby.network/ 

CoinMarketCap - https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/swingby/ 

Github - https://github.com/SwingbyProtocol 

Medium – https://swingby.medium.com/ 

Resources – https://skybridge-docs.swingby.network/ 

Twitter - https://twitter.com/SwingbyProtocol 

Telegram – https://t.me/swingby.network 

Whitepaper - 

https://docs.swingby.network/SwingbySkybridge_WhitePaper_v1.0.0_14112019.p

df 

Youtube Videos – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfgrAFVnbME&t=530s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3rCbT3n7Ak&t=419s 

Decimals – 18 

 

CATALYSTS 

 Only protocol on the market that allows trustless, decentralized cross-chain 

swaps on 2 chains (ETH and BSC) 

 Opening the floodgates for the $800B of untapped BTC to gain exposure to 

Defi 

 Full year of development with a highly active dev team 

 80% APR for running a node and 8.2% APR for staking in a pool 

 Recently covered by multiple top tier Youtube Channels (listed above) 

https://swingby.network/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/swingby/
https://github.com/SwingbyProtocol
https://swingby.medium.com/
https://skybridge-docs.swingby.network/
https://twitter.com/SwingbyProtocol
https://t.me/swingby.network
https://docs.swingby.network/SwingbySkybridge_WhitePaper_v1.0.0_14112019.pdf
https://docs.swingby.network/SwingbySkybridge_WhitePaper_v1.0.0_14112019.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfgrAFVnbME&t=530s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3rCbT3n7Ak&t=419s


 Competitors are wBTC (8 billion mcap) and renBTC (813 million mcap) 

 Marketcap of SWINGBY is only 71 million, while presenting advantages 

over wBTC and renBTC 

 The Skypools (stay tuned to the socials for more details on development!) 


